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Optimization of graded multilayer designs for
astronomical x-ray telescopes

Peter H. Mao, Fiona A. Harrison, David L. Windt, and Finn E. Christensen

We developed a systematic method for optimizing the design of depth-graded multilayers for astronomical
hard-x-ray and soft-g-ray telescopes based on the instrument’s bandpass and the field of view. We apply
these methods to the design of the conical-approximation Wolter I optics employed by the balloon-borne
High Energy Focusing Telescope, using WySi as the multilayer materials. In addition, we present
optimized performance calculations of mirrors, using other material pairs that are capable of extending
performance to photon energies above the W K-absorption edge ~69.5 keV!, including PtyC, NiyC, CuySi,
and MoySi. © 1999 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Present-generation astronomical hard-x-ray and soft-
g-ray instruments employ either coded aperture
masks or collimators to image x-ray sources. Be-
cause internal-detector background rates dominate
typical source fluxes in this band, the faint source
sensitivity is limited by the approximate equality of
the collecting and the detector areas ~1:1 for a colli-
mator and 1:2 for a coded aperture!. A focusing tele-
scope, however, can have a collecting area that
greatly exceeds the detector area ~by factors of 103–
04!, thus resulting in significantly higher sensitivity.

Several instruments are currently being developed to
extend focusing capability into the hard-x-ray band.
This includes at least two balloon instruments, InFo-
cus,1 being developed by Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter and Nagoya University in Japan, and the High
Energy Focusing Telescope ~HEFT!,2,3 being devel-
ped by Caltech, Columbia University, and the Dan-
sh Space Research Institute. In addition, the
onstellation-X satellite mission4 is planning to in-

corporate a hard-x-ray focusing telescope.
The use of grazing incidence x-ray telescopes at
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high energy has been limited by the fact that the
maximum incidence ~or graze! angle for which signif-
cant reflectivity can be achieved with traditional

etal coatings is roughly proportional to 1yE. In-
struments relying on total external reflection to ex-
tend to significantly higher energy require small
graze angles and therefore have a small ratio of mir-
ror radius to focal length, ryf @for a Wolter I or conical
approximation mirror the maximum graze angle
scales as umax 5 ry~4f !#. At some point it becomes
impractical to achieve significant area for telescopes
of reasonable focal length, and, in addition, the in-
strument field of view ~proportional to umax! de-
reases.

Reflectivity at angles greater than the critical
raze angle can, however, be achieved by use of
epth-graded multilayer coatings on the mirror sur-
aces.5,6 Multilayer coatings consist of alternating

layers of high- and low-refractive-index materials
@e.g., tungsten and silicon ~WySi! or platinum and
arbon ~PtyC!#. As in Bragg reflection, the multi-
ayer reflectivity results from constructive interfer-
nce between reflections from adjacent layers.
chieving broad bandpass requires that the coating
ave a distribution of layer-pair ~or bilayer! thick-
esses in the direction of the normal vector to the
urface. Because the number of interfaces required
or a given level of reflectivity increases with the
hoton energy, the bilayer thicknesses in a graded
ultilayer are distributed with a greater number of

hin layers. The distribution is arranged so that the
igher-energy photons reflect at deeper layers in the
tack, since higher-energy photons typically have
ower absorption coefficients. Different approaches
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have been taken to determine the exact distribution
of layer thicknesses, most notably, the power-law dis-
tribution by Joensen et al.7 and the sets of constant-
d-spacing blocks described by Yamashita et al.1

In this paper we describe a systematic method for
optimizing the design of astronomical multilayer mir-
rors and describe its application to the balloon-borne
HEFT conical-approximation Wolter I mirrors. In
Section 2 we discuss the goals and constraints that
guide the multilayer design. In Section 3 we de-
scribe our optimization technique, and in Section 4
we apply this technique to the HEFT optics and dis-
cuss the trade-offs incorporated into the design. Fi-
nally, in Section 5 we present alternatives to the
current HEFT design that are capable of focusing to
energies as high as 100 keV.

2. General Design Considerations

The optimum choice of multilayer materials and de-
sign of the bilayer thickness distribution depend crit-
ically on the desired mirror bandpass and field of
view. Ultimately, however, the performance is lim-
ited by the physical properties of the materials, such
as bulk densities, absorption cross sections, and
chemical stability, as well as the technical limitations
of multilayer fabrication: the minimum bilayer
thickness for a given material pair and the deposition
rates of the materials.

The range of bilayer thicknesses in a graded mul-
tilayer determines the bandpass and the field of view,
and these are related by the Bragg equation. The
refraction-corrected Bragg formula8 for a multilayer
with constant bilayer thickness d, fractional thick-
nesses G1 and G2, and refractive indices n1 5 1 2 d1 2
ib1 and n2 5 1 2 d2 2 ib2 is

ml 5 2d sin uF1 2
2~G1d1 1 G2d2!

sin2 u G1y2

, (1)

where m is the reflection order, l is the wavelength,
and u is the grazing incidence angle. By inverting
the first-order ~m 5 1! Bragg equation for d, one can
estimate the range in bilayer thicknesses required to
reflect over the energy range Emin–Emax:

dmin 5
hc

2Emax sin~umax!
F1 2

2~G1d1 1 G2d2!

sin2 u G21y2

, (2)

dmax 5
hc

2Emin sin~umin!
F1 2

2~G1d1 1 G2d2!

sin2 u G21y2

. (3)

In practice, because @1 2 2~G1d1 1 G2d2!ysin2 u# ' 1,
this term can be ignored when one determines the
bilayer thickness range.

To use Eqs. ~2! and ~3! to calculate the range of
bilayer thicknesses required for first-order reflection,
one needs to know the range of incidence angles over
which multilayer reflectivity ~not total external re-
flection! is needed. Consider a single set of conical-
approximation Wolter I geometry mirrors with a
primary mirror half-opening angle of a ~see Fig. 1!.
or a field of view with half-angle f, the minimum
and the maximum reflection angles are

umin 5 Ha 2 f a 2 f . ucrit

ucrit a 2 f , ucrit
, (4)

umax 5 Ha 1 f f , a
2a f . a

, (5)

espectively, where ucrit is the critical angle for total
external reflection. At angles less than umin the pho-
on is either out of the field of view ~u , a 2 f! or in
n angular range where it will reflect by total exter-
al reflection ~u , ucrit!. At angles greater than umax

the photon is either out of the field of view ~u . a 1
f! or striking the primary mirror at an angle where it
will not reflect off the secondary mirror and will not
hit the focal spot ~u . 2a!.

For the maximum off-axis effective area, dmin
should be derived from Eq. ~2!, with umax given by
Eq. ~5!. It can be difficult or impossible to fabricate
he ideal minimum bilayer thicknesses. Perfor-
ance is, however, not strongly degraded for min-

mum bilayer thicknesses that are somewhat larger
han optimal. A small fraction of photons from a
oint source located at off-axis angle f ~assume, for
implicity, that f , a! actually reflect off the mirror
t an angle umax. Furthermore, the distribution in

the actual reflection angles from such a source is
approximately uniform between the angles a 2 f
and a 1 f. The off-axis effective area is therefore

Fig. 1. On- and off-axis reflection geometry for a conical approx-
imation to the Wolter I design. On-axis photons reflect at the
same angle off the primary and the secondary mirrors. Off-axis
photons that reflect at a 1 f9 off the primary mirror and whose
directions of travel intersect the optical axis reflect at a 2 f9 off the
secondary mirror. Off-axis photons that do not intersect the op-
tical axis and reflect at a 1 f9 off the primary mirror reflect at
angles within 2.5% of a 2 f9 off the secondary mirror.
1 August 1999 y Vol. 38, No. 22 y APPLIED OPTICS 4767
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a weak function of the actual minimum bilayer
thickness.

In choosing material combinations for a graded
multilayer one must consider that the bandpass
and the reflectivity are limited by attenuation in the
multilayer, because of absorption and scattering at
the interfaces. The ideal material pairs have a
large difference in refractive index; minimal ab-
sorption over the energy range of interest; and can
be fabricated with sharp, smooth interfaces. The
first consideration, then, is to select material pairs
with high mass density contrast and low absorp-
tion. The mass density ratio is a good indicator of
the reflectivity per interface, since mass density is
roughly proportional to electron density and since
the reflectivity of an interface depends on the con-
trast in electron density across the interface. The
absorption coefficient is important, because the re-
flectivity of a multilayer with highly absorbing ma-
terials will level off with fewer layer pairs. Thus,
if the reflectivity per interface is the same, the ma-
terial combination with a lower absorption coeffi-
cient will have better reflectance. Absorption is
particularly acute when one of the multilayer ma-
terials has an atomic absorption edge in the energy
range of interest. For example, at the W K-
absorption edge ~69.5 keV!, the reflectivity of a
WySi-graded multilayer drops considerably, as
shown in Fig. 2. The reflectivity of a CuySi multi-
layer with the exact same specifications, shown as
the dotted curve in Fig. 2, demonstrates that the
cutoff is not due to the multilayer’s bilayer distri-
bution. A broadband reflector that uses tungsten
is therefore limited either to energies below the W
K edge or significantly above it. An additional se-
lection criterion is that the materials must produce

Fig. 2. Calculated reflectivity versus photon energy at 1.75 mrad
of a graded WySi multilayer and a Cu–Si multilayer with the exact
same specifications ~bilayer thickness distribution and interface

idth!. The CuySi reflectivity demonstrates that the range in
ilayer thicknesses for this mirror would allow for reflectivity at
.75 mrad from 20 to 100 keV, but the jump in absorption at the
yK edge ~69.5 keV! drastically reduces reflectivity of the WySi

multilayer above the absorption edge.
768 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 38, No. 22 y 1 August 1999
multilayer films with minimal interdiffusion and
interfacial roughness, imperfections that reduce re-
flectivity.

Finally, required coating thicknesses and deposi-
tion rates also factor into the multilayer design. In
general the multilayer coating should be as thin as
possible without sacrifice of performance. Thinner
coatings and faster deposition rates allow for shorter
coating times, both speeding up production and leav-
ing the mirrors less exposed to variations in deposi-
tion conditions during coating.

3. Optimization of Multilayer Designs

To optimize the performance of depth-graded multi-
layers for astronomical hard-x-ray telescopes, we de-
veloped an optimization procedure that judges a
design on the basis of its performance over the full
energy range and field of view of the telescope. Pre-
ious discussions of multilayer design have not ex-
licitly included the off-axis response of the mirrors
n the design process.

A. Figure of Merit Function

To select optimum multilayer designs, we employ a
figure of merit ~FOM! based on the average reflectiv-
ty of the multilayer over the relevant energy range
nd field of view. We calculate the multilayer re-
ectivity with Fresnel coefficients, as described in
orn and Wolf,9 using the physical constants tabu-

lated at the Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory website.10 The formalism described in Born
and Wolf assumes perfect interfaces; to include inter-
diffusion and roughness in the reflectivity calcula-
tions, we use the Névot–Croce model,11 where the
reflectivity at an interface is reduced by a factor of
exp@2~4psyl!2~ni sin ui!~ni11 sin ui11!#. In the
Névot–Croce, factor n is the complex index of refrac-
tion; i and i 1 1 are the layers above and below the
interface, respectively; u is the grazing incidence an-
gle; and s is the interface width ~which combines
oughness and interdiffusion!. Although in princi-
le each interface width should be individually spec-
fied, in characterizing samples that we fabricated,
e found that the data can be modeled by assuming
single value of s for all interfaces. A realistic value
f s should be used for calculation of the reflectivity
atrices, since this influences the outcome of the

ptimization procedure.
Given a matrix of reflectivities ~a function of energy

nd angle!, we calculate a single number, the FOM,
hich we use to compare designs. Our FOM is the

ntegrated throughput of the mirrors over the energy
and and field of view of the telescope. The primary
omplication in calculating the FOM is deciding on
he weighting functions for performance versus both
ff-axis angle and energy. The choice of weighting
unctions depends intimately on the intended use of
he telescope. For example, weighting the energy
esponse by the atmospheric attenuation, which pre-
ominantly blocks low-energy x rays, is important for
balloon-borne telescope but not for a space-based

elescope. In addition, because obtaining a given
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level of performance at low energies requires less
coating thickness and far fewer layer pairs compared
with the same performance at high energy, achieving
a flat energy response requires skewing the weight-
ing function to favor a high-energy response.

Clearly, the telescope geometry must be defined in
order to determine how to weight the reflectivity ver-
sus off-axis angle. In this paper we consider appli-
cations to optics, using the conical approximation to
the Wolter I geometry; however, in principle, this
optimization technique is generally applicable to
other systems. For the conical approximation to the
Wolter I geometry, on-axis photons reflect off both
sets of mirrors at the half-opening angle of the pri-
mary mirror ~a!. A photon that enters the optics
with an off-axis angle of f reflects off the primary
mirror at an angle between a 1 f and a 2 f, depend-
ing on where on the circumference it hits the mirror.
If a photon reflects off the primary mirror with angle
u1 5 a 1 f9, then it reflects off the secondary mirror
with angle u2 $ a 2 f9. To simplify matters, we set

2 5 a 2 f9, since in the worst-case situation for the
EFT design, i.e., large off-axis angle photons inci-
ent on the innermost mirror shell ~4-cm radius, a 5
.67 mrad!, the error in u2 is less than 2.5%. The

geometry of these reflections is shown in Fig. 1. In
addition, because of vignetting, we must determine
for each mirror shell the incidence-angle distribution
~u1, u2! of photons that reach the detector as a func-
tion of off-axis angle ~f!.

The FOM function we use to evaluate a design
requires definition of a reflectivity matrix @R~E, u!#, a
set of angular weighting functions ~Wai,f!, and an
nergy-weighting function ~WE!. In addition, the

energy response is further weighted by the atmo-
spheric transmission function, Tatm~E, ratm! 5
exp@2h~E!ratm#, where h~E! is the attenuation coeffi-
cient of dry air and ratm is the altitude-dependent
atmospheric column density. The FOM function,
which incorporates all important design factors, is
given by

where ai is the half-opening angle of the ith primary
shell, fmax is the half-angle of the field of view, ai 1
f is the incidence angle on the ith primary shell, and
^WE& denotes the average value of WE over the energy
range Emin–Emax. The denominator in Eq. ~6!

ormalizes the FOM to be independent of the nor-
alization of WE. Wai,f is the incidence-angle dis-

tribution on the ith shell over the field of view and
incorporates the geometry of the optics, including the
thicknesses of the substrates and their spacing.
Wai,f is generated by uniform illumination of the tele-

FOM 5

(
ai

*
Emin

Emax

dE *
2fmax

fmax

dfTatm~E, ratm!

^WE
scope aperture and recording of the primary mirror
reflection angle of every photon that hits the focal
plane within 0.59 of the focal point. The distribution
f off-axis angles used in the ray trace determines how
ff-axis response is weighted in the FOM. For exam-
le, a uniform distribution in off-axis photons evenly
eights the FOM with respect to off-axis angles. By
ormalizing Wai,f so that¥ai

*2fmax

fmax dfWai,f~ai, f! is the
average effective area of the mirror shells over the field
of view when R 5 1, we make the FOM proportional to
he average effective area. Figure 3 shows the angu-
ar weighting functions, generated with a uniform dis-
ribution in off-axis angles between 0 and 3 mrad, of
he innermost and the outermost mirror shells in
EFT.
In addition to the average throughput given by the

OM, it is also useful to calculate the energy depen-
ence of the effective area, averaged over the field of
iew. The average effective area, A~E, ratm!, is sim-

ly the FOM with the energy integral, WE, and the
denominator omitted:

A~E, ratm! 5 Tatm~E, ratm! (
ai

*
2fmax

fmax

dfWai ,f~ai, f!

3 R~E, ai 1 f!R~E, ai 2 f!. (7)

e use A~E, ratm! to compare optimum designs with
near-optimum designs and to compare the relative
performance of different material combinations.

, ai 1 f!R~E, ai 2 f!Wai ,f~ai, f!WE~E!

ax 2 Emin!
, (6)
Fig. 3. Angular weighting function ~Wai,f ! for a uniform distri-
ution of off-axis photons between 0 and 3 mrad on the innermost
a 5 1.67 mrad! and the outermost ~a 5 5.0 mrad! mirrors of the
EFT design.
R~E

&~Em
1 August 1999 y Vol. 38, No. 22 y APPLIED OPTICS 4769
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B. Multilayer Parameterization

For a selected material pair, energy range, and field
of view, globally optimizing the multilayer design
~given WE and Wa,f! is a daunting task. The phase
space of possible designs is extraordinarily large, 2N
variables for a multilayer with N bilayers, and the
number of layer pairs for optimal performance is not
known a priori. In addition, the computational com-
plexity of the problem scales with N. The problem
can be made more tractable by parameterization of
the layer thickness distribution.

Graded multilayers were originally used as neu-
tron reflectors, and one method for parameterizing
the layer thickness distribution, developed by
Joensen et al.,7 which we adopt here, is a generaliza-
tion of Mezei’s parameterization for flat, broadband
response neutron mirrors.12 In Joensen’s parame-
terization the bilayer thickness distribution is de-
fined by a power law with three parameters,

d~i! 5 ay~b 1 i!c, (8)

where a, b, and c are the constants and i is the bilayer
index ranging from 1 to N, with i 5 N being the
ilayer next to the substrate. A complete descrip-
ion of a ~perfect-interface! multilayer requires, in
ddition, specification of the fractional thicknesses
ithin each bilayer. To simplify matters, we set the
igh-Z-thickness fraction ~G! of each bilayer to a con-

stant. Equation ~8! defines the bilayer thickness
distribution with the definition of four of six possible
parameters: a, b, c, N, dmin, or dmax. It is conve-

ient to use c, N, dmin, and dmax to specify the bilayer
distribution. If we fix c, dmin, dmax, and G, then by
varying N we can compare similar bilayer distribu-
tions. These sets of distributions are similar in the
sense that they share a common continuous distribu-
tion and N is the number of times the continuous

istribution is sampled. Joensen’s parameteriza-
ion thus reduces the number of parameters needed
o define a graded multilayer from 2N to 5.

Another method for designing multilayers, used by
amashita et al.,1 is to define a series of constant-

d-spacing blocks. In Yamashita’s method the five
thickest layers, at the top of the stack, are graded,
and there are three sets of layers with constant bi-
layer thickness within each set. This method re-
sults in a multilayer design with an approximately
power-law distribution in the bilayers. For our de-
signs we chose to use Joensen’s method, because it
allows for a more systematic approach to optimizing
the layer thickness distribution.

C. Optimization Technique

The computational time and resources required for a
full optimization, even with the problem simplified by
Joensen’s parameterization, are substantial: The
reflectivity matrix for an N 5 250 multilayer takes 6
min on a 333-MHz Sun Enterprise 3000 server, a
comprehensive optimization requires searching over
five parameters ~N, c, dmin, dmax, G!, and the time to
calculate a reflectivity matrix for one set of parame-
770 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 38, No. 22 y 1 August 1999
ters is proportional to N. Also, one would ideally
esign a different multilayer for each of the 60–100
ested mirror shells in a Wolter I telescope, since
ach shell’s opening angle is different. We reduce
he number of different designs to 10 by designing for
mall groups of shells instead of for individual shells.
e further reduce the parameter space by setting the

ilayer thickness range for each group of shells ahead
f time and optimizing on only three parameters:
he number of bilayers ~N!, the power-law index ~c!

from Eq. ~8!, and the high-Z-thickness fraction ~G!.
Ideally, Eqs. ~2! and ~3! alone would set the bilayer

hickness range. In practice, however, technical
imitations such as the minimum achievable bilayer
hickness and the desire for short deposition times
ictate setting dmin to a value greater than that given

by Eqs. ~2! and ~5!. Using a larger value of dmin
invariably reduces the optimum FOM, since the mir-
ror will no longer reflect high-energy photons at large
off-axis angles. As discussed in Section 2, however,
the loss in performance is usually acceptable, be-
cause, for any given off-axis angle, reflections at the
largest angles only account for a small fraction of the
photons reaching the detector. Furthermore, be-
cause the bilayer thickness distribution has a power-
law form, a small change in dmin results in a drastic
reduction in coating thickness.

With the mirror groups established and values of
dmin and dmax chosen for each group, finding the op-
imum distribution is simply a matter of calculating
eflectivity matrices and FOM’s for several values of
, c, and G. With only three parameters to optimize,
e calculate reflectivity matrices in ~N, c, G! space on
grid at intervals of 50 in N, 0.005 in c, and 0.05 in
. Our optimization program uses the Message
assing Interface Library13 to calculate FOM at

points in ~N, c, G! space in parallel. We originally
developed and ran this code on our local network,
using 1–10 processors at a time, before porting the
program to the parallel computers at Caltech’s Cen-
ter for Advanced Computing Research ~CACR!. Our
code returns values of FOM over a large region of ~N,
c, G! space, allowing us to identify the global optimum
design coordinates in the dmin–dmax constrained
space and giving us the information necessary to
make quantifiable trade-offs between performance
and coating time, as we show in Section 4.

Our current approach does not make the best use of
processor time, since the calculation time is propor-
tional to the largest value of N that we specify. In
the future we will change the code to calculate the
reflectivity matrices in parallel. This makes better
use of processor time and will lead to an efficient
iterative optimization in which the time to calculate
each step is proportional to Ny~number of processors!.

4. High Energy Focusing Telescope Design

We illustrate the optimization process by describing
its application to HEFT. HEFT is a balloon-borne
hard-x-ray telescope with a 6-m focal length and con-
sisting of 14 identical coaligned telescope modules.
In each module there are 71 mirror shells between 4
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Table 1. HEFT Design: Mirror Shell Groups and Bilayer Thickness Ranges
and 12 cm in radius ~half-opening angles of 1.67–5.0
mrad! configured in a conical-approximation Wolter I
geometry. The HEFT science goals include broad-
band spectroscopy and imaging of extended sources.
HEFT therefore requires multilayer designs opti-
mized for broadband reflectivity, from the atmo-
spheric cutoff ~near 20 keV at 130,000 ft! to as high an
energy as possible, over a wide range of incidence
angles. For the multilayer this means covering the
widest possible range in bilayer thicknesses. Be-
cause of the small achievable interface widths ~s 5
3.0–3.5 Å! and because both components have high
deposition rates ~*1 Åys!, we selected WySi for
HEFT. This choice does, however, impose a cutoff in
the effective area at the W K edge ~69.5 keV!. Before
we run the optimization code, we must define the
angular and the energy weighting functions and de-
termine appropriate values of dmin and dmax for each
group of mirror shells. Our procedure gives us the
optimum and the near-optimum designs under the
given constraints, which include a coating thickness
target of 1.0–1.5 mm per coating imposed by the
HEFT production schedule. Throughout our WySi
calculations we use s 5 3.5 Å, a conservative choice
or this material combination.

A. Weighting Functions

With perfect reflectivity the geometry of the HEFT
optics results in a field of view where the effective
area at 3 mrad off axis is half of the on-axis effective
area. Accordingly, we generate Wai,f by ray tracing

ith a uniform 0–3 mrad ~off-axis angle! input pho-
ton distribution. This is the same angular weight-
ing function described in Subsection 3.A and shown
in Fig. 3 for the innermost and the outermost mirror
shells. If the mission were solely dedicated to de-
tecting extended sources, we would have chosen a
distribution with a weighting function that increases
with off-axis angle.

For the energy-weighting function we use WE 5
E@keV# 1 70. As we discussed in Subsection 3.A, a
low-energy response is easier to obtain than a high-
energy response, so for a balanced broadband design
we use a WE that favors a high-energy response to
some extent. Our choice of the linear function is,
however, somewhat arbitrary, and one may find that,

Mirror
Group

Angular Range
~mrad!

Radial Range
~cm!

Shells p
Module

1 1.67–1.86 4.00–4.46 6
2 1.86–2.08 4.46–4.99 6
3 2.08–2.32 4.99–5.57 7
4 2.32–2.59 5.57–6.22 7
5 2.59–2.89 6.22–6.94 7
6 2.89–3.22 6.94–7.73 7
7 3.22–3.60 7.73–8.64 7
8 3.60–4.01 8.64–9.62 8
9 4.01–4.48 9.62–10.75 8

10 4.48–5.00 10.75–12.0 8
for other applications, steeper or shallower functions
will be appropriate.

The atmospheric transmission factor ~Tatm! is re-
uired for the FOM to represent accurately the actual
hroughput of a balloon-borne telescope. At low en-
rgies ~;20 keV! reflectivity may be close to 100%,
ut the spectrum is severely attenuated; if Tatm 5 1,
hen changes in the low-energy response would
reatly affect the FOM but would have almost no
earing on the true performance of the telescope.
e use Tatm with ratm 5 3.5 gycm2, the atmospheric

column density at an altitude of 130,000 ft. For a
satellite mission, ratm ' 0 gycm2, making Tatm unity.

B. Shell Groupings and Bilayer Thickness Ranges

We divided the HEFT mirror shells into ten groups ~a
reasonable compromise between the complexity of
the calculation and optimal performance!, logarith-
mically spaced in opening angles. The angular and
the radial ranges of each group of shells, along with
the number of shells ~per module! in each group, are
isted in Table 1.

We specify the maximum bilayer thickness ~dmax!
for each group of shells to the value given by Eq. ~3!
with Emin 5 25 keV and umin 5 aminy2, where amin is
the half-opening angle of the smallest radius shell in
the group. The umin we use is larger than the value
given by Eq. ~4!, but we found that specifying dmax in
this way gives the mirror response a smooth transi-
tion between small angles ~or energies! where reflec-
tivity is due to total external reflection and to larger
angles ~or energies! where reflectivity depends on the
multilayer design. With smaller values of dmax the
n-axis reflectivity of the mirror shells exhibits a
trong dip near Emin.
Calculating dmin with Eqs. ~2! and ~5! results in

ptimized designs with impractically thick coatings.
s discussed in Section 2 and Subsection 3.C, speci-

ying a larger value of dmin reduces both the opti-
mized FOM and the coating thickness. Although it
would be best to optimize dmin explicitly by employ-
ment of a coating thickness constraint, this would
significantly increase computation time; therefore we
make educated guesses to determine dmin, as outlined
below.

As a starting point we use Eq. ~2! with Emax 5 70

dmin ~Å!
~with umax 5 amax!

dmin ~Å!
~adjusted! Ddmin

dmax

~Å!

47.6 33.3 230% 297.6
42.7 29.9 230% 266.6
38.2 28.7 225% 238.9
34.2 27.4 220% 214.0
30.7 26.1 215% 191.8
27.5 24.7 210% 171.8
24.6 24.6 0% 153.9
22.1 24.3 110% 137.9
19.8 23.7 120% 123.6
17.7 23.0 130% 110.7
er
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keV and umax 5 amax, where amax is the half-opening
angle of the largest radius shell in the group. The
resulting values of dmin allow for first-order Bragg
reflection over the entire energy band for on-axis
sources, but they result in reduced off-axis response
at high energies. Optimized designs are thinner on
the inner groups of shells and thicker on the outer
ones, so we bracket the range in coating thicknesses
for this set of specifications by finding the optimum
design parameters ~N, c, and G! for groups 1 and 10.
With the umax 5 amax criteria the optimized design for
group 1 ~N 5 50, c 5 0.185, G 5 0.35! is 0.31 mm
thick, with a FOM of 0.498, and the optimum group
10 design ~N 5 1850, c 5 0.175, G 5 0.35! is 3.97 mm
thick, with a FOM of 0.721. This indicates that we
can substantially reduce dmin on the inner shells,
thus improving the FOM. On the outer shells we
must reduce the coating thickness by either raising
dmin or dropping N. We choose to trade performance
or coating thickness on the outer mirror groups by
aising dmin. The adjustments to dmin from our ini-

tial choices, which bring the optimum thicknesses
closer to 1 mm, are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 4. Mirror group 1 FOM calculations for WySi with dmin 5
3.3 Å, dmax 5 297.6 Å, and s 5 3.5 Å. The FOM is calculated

over the energy range 20–70 keV with ratm 5 3.5 gycm2. Under
these conditions the optimal design is 1.06 mm thick with N 5 250,
c 5 0.20, and G 5 0.35. ~a! FOM versus c for N 5 150 to N 5 300
with G 5 0.35. ~b! FOM versus G for N 5 150 to N 5 300 with c 5
0.20.
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We stress that our choices of dmin and dmax do not
result in globally optimal designs—the coatings of
such designs would be far too thick. Practical con-
siderations force us to sacrifice performance, and un-
der these constraints we search for values of the
remaining free parameters ~N, c, and G! that optimize
the overall FOM for the coatings. The advantage of
our systematic approach is that we can quantify the
performance difference between the theoretically op-
timal designs and designs compromised by practical
constraints and therefore make educated decisions in
trading performance against schedule.

C. Optimization Results and Discussion

With the weighting functions, mirror shell groups,
and bilayer thickness ranges determined, we calcu-
late the FOM for several points in ~N, c, G! space as

escribed in Subsection 3.C. For a given set of con-
traints the FOM does not increase monotonically
ith N indefinitely, but rather there is an optimal
umber of layers beyond which absorption degrades
he performance. As an example of the optimization
utput we show two calculations of the mirror group
performance in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!: The first shows
OM versus c with G 5 0.35 for several values of N,
nd the second shows FOM versus G with c 5 0.20 for
everal values of N. These calculations also demon-
trate that the FOM is generally a smooth function of
, c, and G, without local maxima that would lead to

ncorrect results with iterative optimization routines.
It is useful to analyze how the FOM varies with

oating thickness for a given set of constraints.
oating thickness is roughly proportional to N; it is

ndependent of G and a weak function of c. By plot-
ing FOM~N! versus N, where FOM~N! is the maxi-
um FOM for a given value of N, we can make

nformed trade-offs between the performance of a de-

Fig. 5. FOM~N! versus N for mirror group 1 designs with dmin 5
3.3 Å and dmax 5 297.6 Å. The weighting functions are as de-

scribed in the text. WySi is optimized over the energy range
20–70 keV. The other materials are optimized over the energy
range 20–100 keV. Each marker indicates the optimum FOM
~allowing for c and G to vary! for a multilayer with the given
number of bilayers. The bold markers indicate the optimum de-
signs.
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sign and its thickness. The FOM~N! versus N plot
for mirror group 1 ~pluses in Fig. 5! indicates that the
optimum design has 250 bilayers but that the best
150 bilayer design has a FOM that is 99% of the
optimum design. The average effective areas @A~E,
ratm 5 3.5 gycm2!# for mirror group 1’s optimum and
near-optimum designs, plotted in Fig. 6, demonstrate
that the performance of these two designs is nearly
identical. Clearly, if coating time is an issue, the
150 bilayer design, which is 38% thinner than the
optimum 250 bilayer design, would be preferred.

The parameters for two possible HEFT mirror de-
signs are listed in Table 2. The design on the left-
hand side is the optimal parameter set ~given the
constraints!, and the one on the right-hand side is a
educed coating thickness near-optimal design. The

Fig. 6. Average effective area versus energy calculations of the
optimum ~solid curve! and near-optimum ~dotted–dashed curve!

ySi multilayer designs for mirror group 1. For parameters see
able 2. Also shown is the performance of the optimum PtyC
ultilayer ~dashed curve! with the same bilayer thickness range

but optimized for 20–80 keV. The parameters of the PtyC design
are c 5 0.20 and G 5 0.30.

Table 2. HEFT Des

Mirror
Group

Optimum Designa

Nc cd Ge t f

1 250 0.200 0.35 1.06
2 350 0.205 0.35 1.33
3 350 0.210 0.35 1.28
4 400 0.205 0.35 1.39
5 450 0.200 0.35 1.48
6 500 0.195 0.35 1.54
7 450 0.195 0.35 1.38
8 450 0.190 0.35 1.36
9 450 0.185 0.35 1.31

10 450 0.180 0.35 1.27

aWith adjusted dmin from Table 1.
bParameters resulting in FOM that are within 98% of the optim
cNumber of bilayers.
dPower-law index @see Eq. ~8!#.
eHigh-Z- ~heavy-element! layer thickness fraction.
fCoating thickness ~mm!.
optimal design has an average coating thickness of
1.34 mm, whereas the average thickness of the near-
optimal design, which has comparable performance
~see Fig. 7!, is only 0.97 mm.

5. Designs for Extending to Higher Energies

The choice of WySi limits the HEFT design to ener-
gies below the W K edge. Several scientific objec-
tives require effective areas extending to 100 keV or
even beyond. This requires either finding a suitable
material pair ~without a K-absorption edge in the
energy range of interest! or developing other WySi
multilayer distributions that achieve a high-energy
response at the expense of a low-energy response.

Alternatives to WySi include CuySi,14,15 MoySi,
NiyC, and PtyC. With the exception of PtyC, which
s limited by the Pt K edge ~78.4 keV!, these materials
re all capable of broadband reflectivity from 20 keV
o 100 keV and above. Table 3 lists the density ra-
ios and the absorption coefficients at 30 keV16 for the

material combinations that we investigated. On the
basis of these numbers one can quickly determine
which material combinations behave similarly ~those
with comparable density ratios and absorption coef-
ficients, i.e., WySi versus PtyC and CuySi versus
NiyC! and which combinations are unfavorable
~those with absorption coefficients that are high rel-
ative to their density ratio, i.e., MoySi!.

Figure 6 compares the performance of WySi ~solid
curve! with PtyC ~dotted curve! for the innermost
shells ~group 1! of the HEFT design. The average
throughput @A~E, ratm 5 3.5 gycm2!# shown for these
material pairs is calculated from the optimum de-
signs derived from the same weighting functions used
in the HEFT design. PtyC interface widths between
3.0 and 5.0 Å were reported by Yamashita et al.17; in
these calculations we use s 5 3.5 Å. As we expect
from density ratios and absorption coefficients, under
the same conditions, the optimum designs for these
two material pairs have nearly the same coating

arameters for W–Si

Near-Optimum Designb

N c G t FOM

150 0.225 0.40 0.66 0.525
200 0.230 0.40 0.79 0.600
250 0.220 0.40 0.93 0.790
250 0.225 0.40 0.90 0.852
300 0.220 0.40 1.01 0.893
350 0.215 0.40 1.11 0.899
350 0.200 0.40 1.08 0.852
350 0.205 0.35 1.08 0.858
350 0.200 0.35 1.04 0.710
350 0.195 0.35 1.00 0.574

esign’s FOM.
FOM

0.532
0.609
0.796
0.865
0.905
0.913
0.865
0.867
0.725
0.588

al d
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thicknesses: 1.06 mm for WySi and 0.84 mm for
PtyC. Also, as we expect, the material pairs give
omparable performance up to the W K edge ~69.5

keV!, where absorption in the WySi multilayer cuts
off reflectivity at higher energies. The PtyC re-
sponse is cut off at 78.4 keV by the Pt K-absorption
edge.

We also ran optimizations on MoySi, CuySi, and
NiyC for group 1 mirrors. The multilayers use the
same bilayer thickness ranges as in the HEFT design
but are optimized over the 20–100-keV energy band.
The interface widths used in the reflectivity calcula-
tions represent our best results with these materials
to date @s~NiyC! 5 4.0 Å, s~MoySi! 5 3.5 Å, s~CuySi!
5 3.0 Å#. FOM~N! versus N for these sets of mate-
rials is plotted in Fig. 5 with the corresponding values
of c and G omitted for clarity. CuySi and NiyC op-
timize at much greater coating thicknesses than
MoySi because of their lower absorption coefficients
~t 5 4.05 mm with N 5 950, c 5 0.215, and G 5 0.35
for CuySi and NiyC; t 5 2.11 mm with N 5 500, c 5
0.205, and G 5 0.35 for MoySi!. Even so, if we com-
pare designs with approximately the same coating
thicknesses, CuySi and NiyC are still substantially
better reflectors than MoySi. The average through-
put of the best N 5 500 NiyC, CuySi, and MoySi

Table 3. Comparison of the Physical Properties of a Few Multilayer
Material Combinationsa

Materials r1yr2

m1

~cm21!b
m2

~cm21!c

PtyC 9.77 566 0.435
WySi 8.28 439 3.35
MoySi 4.38 287 3.35
NiyC 4.05 92.0 0.435
CuySi 3.85 97.8 3.35

aRef. 16.
bAbsorption coefficient of the high-Z material.
cAbsorption coefficient of the low-Z material.
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designs are plotted in Fig. 8. The results reflect
what we expect, given the values in Table 3: NiyC
~c 5 0.25, G 5 0.45! gives the best performance,
closely followed by CuySi ~c 5 0.24, G 5 0.45!, and the
relatively poor performance of MoySi is obviously due
to the high-Mo-absorption cross section. If coating
time were not an issue, NiyC would be the optimal
choice for 20–100-keV designs; however, CuySi can
be coated much more quickly, and, given the compa-
rable performance with NiyC, is preferable on prac-
tical grounds.

Using a WySi multilayer designed to reflect at 70–
100 keV is another possibility for extending the ef-
fective area beyond the W K edge; however, it
requires additional trade-offs, and the advantage of
this approach is therefore unclear. Although we
have not investigated such designs in great detail, a
high-energy WySi multilayer would have an on-axis
collecting area comparable with that of NiyC or CuySi
in the 70–100-keV range but with a much thinner
coating. The disadvantage is that one sacrifices the
entire 20–70-keV range. A possible remedy for the
loss in low-energy response would be to use a 20–70-
keV WySi-graded coating underneath the 70–100-
keV coating; however, this would increase the coating
thickness substantially, thus negating the advantage
of a thinner coating.

6. Conclusion

We have derived a formula @Eq. ~6!# for calculating
he average effective area of a conical-approximation

olter I telescope over its field of view and bandpass.
sing this formula, we have developed a systematic
ethod of searching for optimal-graded multilayer

esigns that does not neglect off-axis performance.
he phase space of possible designs is formidably

arge, requiring specification of the number of bilay-
rs and 2N individual layer thicknesses. We sim-
lify the problem by using Joensen’s power-law
arameterization of bilayer thicknesses @Eq. ~8!#.
Fig. 7. Calculated effective area of the optimum ~solid curves! and
near-optimum ~dashed curves! HEFT multilayer mirror designs
for an on-axis point source and for point sources at 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0
mrad off axis.
Fig. 8. Comparison of A~E, ratm 5 3.5 gycm2! of the best N 5 500
NiyC, CuySi, and MoySi multilayers designed for mirror group 1.
The coating thicknesses of these designs are all between 2.10 and
2.25 mm.
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4. H. Tananbaum, N. White, and P. Sullivan, eds., Proceedings of
We apply our optimization method to the design of
HEFT mirrors, using WySi. The final design incor-
porates trade-offs between overall performance and
total coating thickness. Employing the figure of
merit ~FOM! function allows us to quantify trade-offs
etween performance and coating thickness. We
ave also investigated the performance of several al-
ernatives to WySi. PtyC and NiyC both give excel-
ent performance, but the higher deposition rate of
ilicon relative to carbon makes CuySi appear to be
he best choice for mirrors that reflect at energies
bove the W K edge. MoySi, although popular for
ofter-x-ray mirrors, performs poorly above 20 keV,
ecause of its high absorption coefficient.
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